LAW - MASTER OF LAWS (LLM)

Colorado Law offers a one-year, full-time LLM degree in the following areas:

- Natural Resources, Energy & Environmental Law
- International Law & Human Rights
- Indigenous Peoples Law & Rights
- Entrepreneurship & Business Law
- Intellectual Property, Technology, Telecommunications and Law
- US Law for Foreign Lawyers

Colorado Law’s LLM degree program is global in scope and is for talented lawyers from diverse backgrounds and countries. The LLM program fully immerses students in Colorado Law and offers inclusive access to programming, courses/modules, and the greater University of Colorado-Boulder campus; our JD and LLM students learn side-by-side and from each other. At Colorado Law, we recognize that each of our LLM students have unique and diverse backgrounds and experiences, backgrounds and experiences that can enrich our community of scholars and students and help to advance Colorado Law’s intellectual leadership in the world.

LLM program course options are diverse, and LLM students have the ability to design a program of study suited to his or her academic and professional interests. While students complete most courses at the law school, they also have the opportunity to complement their legal studies with graduate-level courses in other departments within the greater university.